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MISCELLANEOUS.
SPIRIT PORTRAITURE.
COMMUNICATIONS FROM MR. C. W. BENNETT WITH REPLIES BY MR. DAVID P. ABBOTT.
MR. BENNETT TO THE OPEN COURT.
To the Editor of The Open Court:
I am deeply interested in the articles by Mr. Abbott about spirit mediums,
because I have been investigating in that line myself, and am now writing to
ask you to have Mr. Abbott explain a performance that is done in Chicago.
A man in this city went to a Mr. B., a trumpet and also clairvoyant medium
of Chicago, (he has been here and is one that I have criticized), and in a seance
his mother's spirit urged him to get her portrait taken, as she was anxious for
him to know how she looked now. The medium told the man of a lady in
Chicago that could take spirit portraits, and he called on her. He says he
wrote on a sheet torn from a new tablet that he carried with him asking his
mother if she would come and sit for her portrait. This sheet he folded, and
with two other blank ones torn from the same tablet, put into an envelope and
held it under a book on the table. He had done all this by instructions irom
the lad}', but she sat all the time clear across the room from him. She talked
several minutes on other topics, then told him his message was ready. On
opening the envelope the two blank sheets were written full, and -with ink.
His mother consented to sit. So the medium brought out a canvas about
i8 by 30 inches stretched on a frame, and hung this on the wall near the
man and in front of him. Then the medium retired across the room. Soon
colors began to develop on the canvas, and he says in just twenty minutes by
his watch the portrait was finished, all the colors developing from a clean,
white canvas before his eyes, and no other person near. When he first touched
it the paint, or what not, was still green and he blurred it. So he had to leave
it a few days to dry before having it sent home. When it arrived it so pleased
him that he sent the medium's price, $40.00. He says it does not resemble his
mother when she died, (an old lady), but thinks it resembles her when she
was about 35, and she assures him that it looks like her as she is now.
I have seen the picture, and should call it an oil painting of a very good
looking woman of about 35.
The medium who encouraged this man had met him in this city, and also
twice in Chicago at the medium's home or office, and of course he posted the
artist medium by telephone or otherwise as to the man's name, his mother's
name and other matters. I think Mr. Abbott has already explained how the
writing is done in the envelope. But how do they develop what appears to
be an oil painting from a clean canvas right before the purchaser's eyes?
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There is another portrait in this vicinity executed by the same Chicago me-
dium in the same way, but I have not seen that. But I am told it is a fine
oil painting. Now I wish you would have Mr. Abbott explain this portrait
painting, and expose these frauds that are being perpetrated on innocent people
in your big city.
CoLDWATERj MiCH. C. W. BeNNETT.
MR. ABBOTT TO THE OPEN COURT.
To the Editor of The Open Court:
Your letter enclosing one from Mr. Bennett came duly to hand. I think
I know the name of the medium or mediums to whom he refers, as I have
heard of their work from other sources. I may be mistaken as to this, as there
are possibly others producing spirit portraits ; but at least I have heard of
only one "firm" doing this style of work.
Now I have never witnessed the production of one of their paintings,
and to do so would be quite expensive; so I could hardly tell the exact means
they use. However, I am familiar with some secrets which are doubtless the
same, or about the same, as those that they employ.
I will first give a short account of the evolution of the "art" of producing
spirit portraits. Like all good tricks, the secrets have been developed by a
process of experiment and gradual evolution.
At the beginning when mediums were able secretly to secure pictures of
the departed friends of some of their subjects, they would first secretly pre-
pare the pictures and then produce them at a seance with very striking effect.
At this time a cabinet was used in the production of the pictures. The me-
dium would allow the cabinet to be very thoroughly examined ; and, if a lady,
would also allow a committee of ladies to examine her clothing. Her attend-
ant would then hand her a blank canvas fastened onto a frame.
The medium would now exhibit this canvas to each spectator at close
range, showing both sides of it, and would remind the audience that there
were no appliances in the cabinet or in her clothing. She would then retire
to the cabinet for a few moments, after which she would come forth with the
canvas still on its frame, which could have been and frequently was marked
;
but on this canvas was now a portrait of the "dear one" of one of the spec-,
tators. This portrait was yet hardly dry.
It is needless to say that this always made a great impression with ardent
believers. The secret was very simple. The painting was first prepared on
canvas. This canvas was then placed over a clean canvas, and the two were
tacked to a frame. The clean canvas underneath kept the paint from showing
through, and from behind, this appeared as an unpainted canvas. Next, the
medium tacked a clean canvas over the picture and did it so neatly that no one
could detect the deception. This was the canvas that she exhibited to the
spectators.
Now, on entering the cabinet, she simply pulled off the lop canvas, re-
moved the few tacks that held it, and secreted the same in a pocket under her
dress. As she had already had her clothing examined, she need not submit
to a second examination afterwards. Now, under her clothing, around her
waist, was a belt next to her skin, this had a tiny pocket in it containing a
small phial of poppy oil. This escaped detection on the examination, for the
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reason that the medium appeared rather "modest" and the committee did not
make too close an examination of her underclothing. Now, after removing
the top canvas she secured this poppy oil and rubbed it over the painting.
Then, concealing the phial, she came forth from the cabinet with the painting
still damp.
Some mediums merely covered the painting with a solution of zinc white
and water. This effectually concealed the picture, if only exhibited from a
short distance. This could be removed by the judicious use of a damp sponge.
After this certain mediums invented a way to put portraits on a slate,
and then by adroit substitution, to introduce this prepared slate into a stack
of examined ones ; they could thus sometimes get for a sitter a portrait of a
departed relative instead of a message, or they could produce both. Some me-
diums use a very clever system of substitution of canvases, and I have heard
somewhere of a mechanical easel designed especially for substituting them.
Now there was quite a demand for spirit portraits that the subjects could
see appear on the canvas before their very eyes. Believers are never satisfied
and are continually looking for stronger and stronger tests. The mediums
are thus ever forced along the road of improvement in their methods.
Mediums now began experimenting with chemicals, to discover those
that could be put on a canvas and that would remain invisible until devel-
oped. A number of chemicals were found; and the pictures formed did not
resemble those made with oil paints, for they were really mere chemical stains.
They thus appeared to be more "spiritual."
I will give the names of a few chemicals that have been used in this
manner. If a canvas of unbleached muslin have a portrait painted on it with
the solutions given below, it will appear to be unprepared, as the chemicals
will be invisible when dry. If sprayed with a weak solution of tincture of
iron, the picture gradually appears. Sulphocyanide of potassium is used for
red, ferrocyanide of potassium for blue, and tannin for black.
If preferred the following solutions may be used : Sulphate of iron for
blue, nitrate of bismuth for j'ellow, and sulphate of copper for brown. In this
case spray with a solution of prussiate of potash.
Originally, when these were used, a canvas was first exhibited and shown
to be apparently free from preparation. This canvas was then dampened and
placed on an easel in front of a cabinet. A light was placed at such an angle
back of the canvas as to enable the spectators to see "through it. The other
lights were then lowered, and the music started, while the medium entered
the cabinet back of the canvas. Then through a tiny hole in the cabinet cur-
tain, the medium, from behind, using an atomizer, secretly sprayed the canvas
with the developing solution. The portrait gradually made its appearance
before the spectators' eyes. The atomizer had to be kept screwed up tight,
and the music covered the slight noise which it made.
A case is reported to me wherein the medium, after sitting for a time
without results, proposed to hurry up the appearance of the portrait by making
magnetic passes over the canvas. This he did; and at the same time he se-
cretly sprayed the canvas from an atomizer concealed in his sleeve.
Before giving my ideas of the methods employed by the Chicago me-
diums, I will quote an extract from a letter I have received from a gentleman
in Tacoma, Washington. This gentleman has an uncle who obtained a por-
trait of his little girl who is dead. The passage reads as follows : "My uncle
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is certain that there was no fraud used in the production of the large wall
portrait which he secured of his little girl, as he and other members of his
family saw the picture gradually appear on the canvas, which was placed in a
window. There was no possible chance of fraud, he avers. He has shown
this picture, which is quite artistic, to many prominent persons, and before
some local literary bodies. The portrait is a reproduction of a cabinet-size
photograph which he had with him at the time, but to further mystify him
there are some slight changes in the picture. Although he is very intelligent,
he says that this picture was never made by mortal hands, or with paint or
brush."
It is to be regretted that this description is so meagre of details. I should
like to have known what opportunity there might have been for secretly photo-
graphing his picture or copying it ; whether he had more than the one sitting
or not ; if the photograph were shown to the medium or left the sitter's
hands at all ; how soon after his arrival with the photograph he received the
portrait ; whether the portrait appears to be in oil paints, or is merely chem-
ical stains, etc. It is, however, doubtful if one who was not familiar with the
importance of these points would have noticed these things at all, to say
nothing of remembering such apparently insignificant details.
In some of the advertising matter of the mediums to whom I refer, I
have seen some statements the substance of which follows : They do not care
to "pander to the caprice of carping skeptics" ; they desire to give their ser-
vices to honest investigators, and prefer to have an appointment made in ad-
vance either by telephone or otherwise when a sitting is desired; they desire
to know, also, beforehand, what is the nature of the sitting required of them.
All of this is perfectly proper for the convenience of the parties, but the latter
part of it is certainly suggestive of preparation.
They also state that, originally, some dozen years ago, when they began
developing this phase of mediumship, they had to produce the portraits in a
closed cabinet, or in a dark. box; but that of late they have become so highly
developed that the portraits are produced in the daylight; that now the subject
selects the canvas and the same is placed in the window with the top leaning
against the window sash ; the blind is then drawn down to the canvas top, and
the draperies are arranged so as to let in no light except through the canvas
;
all other light is excluded from the room. Now, it is quite evident that the
canvas might be sprayed from a concealed mechanism in the window casing.
If so, the sitter could have no idea of what is employed, for under such con-
ditions one could see through the canvas but faintly.
Let us suppose that in the window casing, concealed by the wood, are some
tubes connected to a pressure tank of the developing chemical. Let us sup-
pose that a number of tiny nipples are located along these tubes and almost
penetrate the wood of the casing; that then there are some pin-holes in the
wood over each nipple; that each nipple is set at the proper angle to spray
the canvas at the proper places. Now when a concealed confederate turns on
the pressure, it is evident that the picture will gradually appear. Other mech-
anisms may be used. The lower part of the window casing, known as the
sill, may have a revolving trap that revolves behind the canvas, bringing up
into position a spraying mechanism ; or more probably, that is merely pushed
up out of the way, so as to allow the tiny nipples which are trained on the
canvas like miniature guns, to begin operating.
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It is also possible that the mediums dampen the canvas before the ex-
periment, with a sponge saturated with the developer, under the pretext of
rendering it transparent, or of causing the "spirit paints" to adhere. In such
case a developer might be used that would act very slowly, and then no
spraying mechanism would be required.
It would be easy for the artist to prepare several canvases all alike before
the sitting, so as to give the sitter free choice of canvases. The prices charged,
viz., forty dollars, would justify the expense.
Naturally, mediums following this work as a profession and doing nothing
else, would do much experimenting, and would greatly perfect their methods.
They would doubtless learn to use many chemicals, and could thus produce
the beautiful tints in which the pictures are now made. It is even possible
that no spraying mechanism is used at present, but that they have discovered
chemicals zvhich develop under the daylight which enters at the windozv. The
last would be the ideal method. To learn just what chemicals they use, an
analysis of the painted canvas would be required.
Now, in the aforesaid advertising matter, I find a statement the substance
of which is this : Spirits continue to develop on the "other side," therefore
the portraits do not always look as the persons did in life; that when a perfect
likeness is desired, it is well to bring a photograph for the sitter to look at
during the sitting, and upon which to concentrate his psychic powers. This
is to establish proper conditions so as to enable the "spirit artist" to make a
good reproduction.
Now, suppose that when the sitter comes with a photograph, while he is
holding it and looking at it, a secret "snap shot" of it be taken ; or that the
artist (mortal) view it through a small telescope from some concealed posi-
tion. It is evident that after a short time the canvases could be brought in
for the sitter to select one, and the sitting could begin. It might be necessary
to make a failure at first, and then make a second trial for a portrait later, as
such expedients are frequently resorted to in mediumistic work.
In case no photograph is brought, then the mediums doubtless adroitly
get a good description of the departed, and the portrait looks "as the spirit
does now in spirit life" ; so that there is but a very faint resemblance. I know
a medium who told me that he was personally acquainted with the "fine artist''
who prepares these canvases. He told me the artist's name and said that he
had talked with him frequently. The artist is of national fame, and could not
afford to have his name known in connection with this work. Unfortunately,
I neglected to write down the name, and have forgotten it.
In the aforesaid advertising matter, I saw some statement about leaving
the portrait to be completed after the sitting. It will also be noticed in Mr.
Bennett's letter, that the portrait to which he refers was "green" or damp, and
was left to dry and be called for later. How easy it would be. in such case
for the artist to copy the picture in oil on another canvas, or even to go over
the original canvas with a coat of oil paints. This may be done in some in-
stances. It will be noticed that Mr. Bennett says the canvas was hung against
the wall. A spraying mechanism could have been concealed in the wall as
easily as in the window casing; or there might even be a sliding panel in the
wall. In the case Mr. Bennett mentions, the fact that the coloring material
was yet "green," would indicate the use of a spraying chemical.
The reader may rest assured that the coloring matter on the portraits
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was not created by any "spirit" especially for the occasion, but that it was in
existence before the sitting, that it was applied to the canvas, not by a spirit,
but by secret means, which is very simple and commonplace when understood.
If one will but view such things without superstition, it will be much easier
to realize that they are simply clever trickery.
Omaha, Neb. David P. Abbott.
MR. BENNETT TO MR. ABBOTT.
Dear Sir:
After writing to you the first time I heard of two other spirit pictures in
this vicinity, and the weather moderating I have been able to go and see them.
I tried to learn all the points you requested me to notice, and I am frank to
say that, with these two there are several features your explanation to The
Open Court will not explain. The mediums claim they do not know what the
paint is, but they say a wet sponge will wipe it all off, leaving the canvas white.
If that is so(?) of course it cannot be oil. It will be tedious for me to tell
you all the details, but that is the only way I can make it plain to you.
The picture I had seen when I first wrote you was owned by a Mr. M. in
this city; a portrait of his mother, not as he knew her but as she looks now,
and that left a margin, as did most of the other things, so that your "reply"
would be sufficient. But now Mr. M. has a picture of a daughter that died at
birth. It is not only a beautiful work of art, as I judge, but it is angelic in
form and features. But the picture looks like a girl of fourteen, while the
child was born little less than nine years ago. The mother sees this error,
but says spirits develop faster. (?)
The child had come to M. in several sittings, I am not sure if with other
mediums or not, (he and his wife and little son have all developed as rapping
writing and planchett mediums within the past year), but think it did. It
told them they could get its picture. So he went to Chicago again this winter,
taking a well-known business man with him. At the hotel M. took four leaves
from a common note-sized tablet that lay on the office table, folded them and
put them in an envelope with hotel card on the top corner, sealed it, put a
one cent stamp over the seal, and then ran a pin through the corner so as to
mark the sheets. I will say here that two of the sheets have no pinhole, and
M. says he presumes he did not fold them exactly even, and the hole was
made very near the corner edges and so missed two. He put the envelope
in his pocket and the two men went to the mediums where, by their directions,
he put the envelope on a slate that lay on the table, then put another slate
over it, and held them together about ten minutes, the mediums not being
near, and conversing on other topics in the mean time. Then one told him
his message was ready. He took the envelope and put it in his pocket, without
opening, though the mediums protested, wanting to know themselves what
was in it. But he said he was not going to open it until he got home, as his
wife was skeptical, and if there was anything in it worth while he wanted her
to see it.
M. then told them he wanted a picture of his dead daughter taken by the
side of his living son, now about twelve years old. They told him they could
not include the boy without having his photo or having him present; but the
photo need not be shown but kept in his pocket—only so it was in the room.
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So they agreed on a less price for that picture, and later he is going with his
son to have both painted together at a reduced rate. Now mark the frailties
of human testimony: M. says his friend selected at random the canvas from a
large pile lying in a corner of an adjoining room, all stretched on frames of
different sizes, each person selecting the size he wants to pay for; and that
his friend put the canvas on a window sill, and then they both sat down, and
in ten minutes the picture was completed, the mediums not being near them.
His friend tells me (separately) that M. selected the canvas himself and put
it in the window. He did not say anything about the mediums, but when I
asked him if they did not sit on each side of the picture, he at first said, "No,"
and then he said, "Perhaps they did!" Now in the other picture to be de-
scribed later they sat on each side of the canvas, each holding it by one side,
and the window shade was pulled down to the top of the canvas, "so as not
to blind the eyes of the observers." And this is the way they picture it out
in their catalogue which illustrates and explains their methods and terms.
When M. told me about his mother's picture he said they hung it on the
wall, and that caused you to ask me several questions. But now M. tells me
they put it in the window, and they sat one on each side holding it. See how
he varies.
In the former case they kept the picture a few days to dry, and that gave
you an idea that they could repaint it. But in this case they immediately de-
livered it to M. and he brought it home. He had requested that a flower be
included in the hair of the girl, and that her name that has been given her
since she passed over, be on the picture. Neither were on it and he com-
plained. They told him it would be all right when he got home ; and sure
enough when he unwrapped it at home two white spots were in the hair,
(golden locks hanging ni curls, the flower being just over the right forehead),
and about two days afterwards as the mother was looking at it the name
gradually developed, in capitals about a quarter inch tall, Jesemine. Note
the spelling. When he arrived, M. was surprised to find his son lying on a
couch not well enough to go to school. He gave the envelope to the boy to
open, and all the four sheets were written full on one side with ink. (I forgot
to say that they put a small tin cover on top of the top slate with a little ink
in it.) The first sheet was signed "Jesimine." (Two i's.) Among other
things she said, "Do not worry about Ira's sickness, (the boys' name) he
will have a short run of fever, but get well soon if you take good care of him."
Now when M. left home the boy was well, and he did not know he was sick
until his return—hence he says the mediums could not have learned it from
him by mind-reading. And he had not told them the boy's name. Next fol-
lowed a longer letter from one signed "Fulton," who told him several things
about his business and patents. M. has invented a drying kiln, and made
several patented improvements, and not having sufficient money to do it all
and manufacture, took in some partners in Cleveland, where it is manufac-
tured. He is having some trouble with these partners and this Fulton gave
advice about that. He says this Fulton (he believes it to be the steamboat
man) has told him all he knew about his invention from first to all the im-
provements. He says he has never told the mediums about his business nor
about this Fulton. A third letter was from his mother, but signed "Per E.
D. G." as all her letters are, but he does not know himself who E. D. G. is.
They say the girl has taken the name of the flower, Jasmine, but the mother
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noticed that it was spelled differently in the letter from the picture, and
neither right if meant for that flower. There are only two spires of the flower
in the picture, just two white leaflets pointing outwards from each other. But
the picture is very handsome, and an ornament to the room, even though
fictitious. The difficulties in my mind in this case that you do not explain are
that the canvas is selected at random, so they could not prepare it in advance;
they delivered it at once, so they did not have a chance to paint it afterwards
;
and the things told in the letter about the boy's sickness, etc., which W. says
he kept in his pocket all the time.
The other case is a Mrs. B., whose son, sixteen years old, died last April
from measles, followed by pneumonia. She is a Baptist and had no belief in
spirits, but so grieved about her loss that some friends advised her to consult
a medium, which she did. Among them was the one from Chicago, that I
mentioned to you before, and who I believe is a "runner" for the artist me-
diums. Some one advised her to go and get his picture and in one sitting
the boy told her he mould go zvith her so she could get a)i exact likeness.
She arrived in Chicago on a Saturday and told them what she had come for.
They told her there were so many ahead of her that if she did not have ob-
jections to come next day, Sunday. She consented, and then they suggested
that she ask for a letter from the boy, and she tore two leaves from a blank
tablet they had, and they gave her an envelope in which she placed them, and
then she placed them between the two slates, and they had her to put two
large rubber bands around them, one each way. She asked why they did that,
and they replied, so if she was a skeptic she could see that they did not do
the work. On Sunday she went as agreed, but they were still having more
that were ahead of her (she says), and after visiting some time she left. She
assures me she did not tell them anything about her boy, his name, descrip-
tion, etc., at any of these interviews. On Monday she went and they not only
got the picture but also gave her another long letter, (I think six note sheets
written on one side) the paper being taken from a tablet as before, and put
into an envelope, sealed, put between two slates, etc., as before. I have seen
both letters. The penmanship in each is the same, and very similar to that
in M.'s letter signed "Fulton." In these letters he says, among other things,
"Do not mourn because I did not see sister before I died. I immediately went
and saw her after I passed out of the body. And I am near you all and see
you every day. I am also pursuing my studies just the same as when in
school, only it is not so hard now for me to learn my lessons." Now, just
before he died he asked to see his sister who was also dangerously sick in
another room, but the doctor forbade their carrying her to him, and he died
without seeing her. How did the mediums know of that incident? Again
he says, "Goldie is past suffering now. She is here with me all the time; we
are soul-mates now, and very happy together." Now Goldie was a little girl
sweetheart of his when the family lived in another state some years before.
The day before the boy died the girl got burned, and after much suffering
died in June; the boy died in April. The mother assures me that not even
anj' of the neighbors knew of this girl friend, nor of her tragic death—much
less could these mediums have known it. Again, "Do not worry over that
money. Use it for something that will be useful to you, and remember it as
a present from me." Now, for several days before his sickness he left school
to work for a neighboring farmer, and the mother thinks that work helped to
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cause his death. So she has kept the money he earned in his pocket book
just as he left it. She says none of the neighbors knew she was keeping it,
much less the mediums. These are the most peculiar features of these letters.
When the picture was finished she told them she was sorry that he did
not write his name on it, and immediately the name "Harry" appeared on his
coat sleeve. Then she was sorry that she did not ask that some pin or jewel
be put on his neck-tie, and immediately a little yellow crescent developed in
the knot of his tie. She says the tie, colar and clothing are just like what he
wore when in best dress. She tells me that the picture is a good likeness of
her boy, and that all the neighbors think so too. She carried to Chicago a
photo of this boy with his sister and brother, a group of three, Harry being
the oldest, but all taken when he was twelve ; but she did not take that photo
from her pocket, she says. I noticed that in that on the photo Harry had his
hair parted on the left side, while in the spirit picture it is parted in the
middle. His mother said that for the last four years he had practiced parting
it in the middle. So the mediums did not imitate the photo she had with her,
whether they saw it or not. Now "Harry" was the name that developed on
the picture, and it was the name signed on both the letters written before the
picture was made. She is positive she did not tell his name.
I will not longer weary you, but do not see how I could describe what I
have seen much briefer. To be more explicit in replying to your questions
:
The canvas is selected by the applicant, and so it does not seem apparent how
they can be prepared in advance for each applicant, as in these cases one was
for a child that died at birth, and the other a boy at sixteen. If the canvases
were prepared with chemicals beforehand, the applicant might select one that
was prepared for an old person, etc. The canvas is set in a window, the me-
diums sitting on each side, each holding to one side of it. The window shade
is turned down to the top of the canvas. The canvases are not dampened be-
fore the sitting. How do these mediums find out names and conditions so as
to make them appear in letters and on pictures, and tell such things as about
the sweetheart Goldie?
These people here tell me that scientists and chemists have tested those
pictures, and analyzed the paints, and been unable to find what they are. The
mediums of course tell them this ;—they do not know it from chemists them-
selves. The mediums say they do not know what the paints are themselves.
It is done by the spirits, of course, and how should they know what material
the spirits use( ?) !
I really hope you will succeed in exposing this feature of spiritism, and
that I shall be able to give the results to my readers not far in the future. If
I can in any way be of farther aid to you command me.
Yours for truth,
COLDWATER^ MiCH. C. W. BeNNETT.
In a subsequent letter, in referring to a trumpet medium, Mr. Bennett
says
:
"I want to call your attention to the fact that it was the same B. of Chi-
cago that I had mentioned as the one I believed was a "runner" for the
portrait mediums. This helps to confirm my suspicions. This man has been
here several times since that time M. met him, and had ample opportunities
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to get all the information he needed about M. to enable the mediums to make
his two pictures. It was B. also that first suggested (by spirit talk, of course)
to that woman to get a picture of her boy."
SECOND LETTER FROM MR. ABBOTT.
To the Editor of The Open Court:
I am in receipt of this second letter from Mr. Bennett, and I can but say
that it only confirms me more strongly in my opinion that my explanation is
the correct one. This letter introduces some new features to be explained.
One is the slate and billet test. Another is the means by which the mediums
secured the secret information, These I will treat separately.
Now first in regard to the portraits. I am now quite certain that a
spraying mechanism is used and that it is concealed in the window casing.
Believers will acknowledge that the coloring matter is applied while the can-
vas is in the window. I agree with them. The difference is this, the believers
think that it is created for the especial purpose and applied by an invisible,
immaterial, spirit artist, who devotes most of his time to the business so as
to enable some mediums to make a living, and also to convince more strongly
than ever good believers. I think the coloring matter is manufactured by
mortal man, and that a portion of it is applied to the canvas in an invisible
spray while in the window. I think that part of it is applied beforehand by
a mortal artist in secret, and that it is invisible until developed.
The portraits furnished Mr. M., who did not have pictures to be repro-
duced, do not resemble the spirits when in life. These canvases could be se-
lected from the stock canvases, which are always on hand ready prepared. He
would not have to wait for his sitting. The canvases from which he selected
need not all have the same picture on them. Each one of the stock from
which he selected could have on it an invisible portrait of a girl of about the
right age, and it would make little difference which one he should select; for
he could not tell, anyway, how his daughter would look when nine years old.
Doubtless, the stock canvases contain portraits of girls of varying age, and
the confederate in placing a number of them in the adjoining room, would
naturally use some bearing portraits of girls of not quite the right age. This
evidently took place, and the gentleman happened to choose one of a girl of
about fourteen years of age. This made little difference, for the credulity of
believers always supplies a ready explanation for such variations. The same
explanation will apply to the gentleman's selection of a canvas for the portrait
of his mother.
In the lady's case, the portrait must resemble a boy who recently died,
and must resemble him nearly enough to be recognized. In this case a pic-
ture must be taken to the medium's house with the sitter. Now notice that
this lady is not given a sitting until her third visit. I am quite sure that the
"special canvases" had to be prepared for her, and that the artist had not
completed them when she made her second visit. Also notice, that when the
portrait for the lady was finished, she expressed regret that her son's name
was not on the picture ; after which it appeared. Then she regretted that
there was no pin in his tie, whereupon one immediately appeared. Notice
also that in the case of the gentleman, he had requested that a flower appear
in the hair of the girl, and that her name appear on the picture. He was
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disappointed that they were not there, and they also subsequently made their
appearance. Thus in each case these sitters were given special "after effects"
in response to their spoken wishes.
How very obliging this spirit artist is ! How very convincing is his work
!
Is it not strange that he will not permit a subject to bring his own canvas?
Does not this similarity in the mode of procedure in each case tell a story to
the rational reader ? Did any of my readers ever see the same sleight-of-hand
trick performed over a few times, and note the absolute similarity in the mode
of operation? Is it not a fact, in the language of the profession, that "this
is in the game"? It is just such little improvements to a trick performed by
a medium that, in the language of the profession, "makes the work strong."
For myself, I am quite sure that these special effects were prepared on the
canvases in advance, with a more slowly acting chemical; that by suggestion
in the conversation, the mediums adroitly caused their subjects to request these
little after effects. In performing tricks myself I have frequently resorted to
just such expedients, and have thus sometimes made my work appear almost
supernatural.
In the case of the gentleman, he requested these effects in advance before
the sitting. His canvas was a stock picture, but the assistant in the adjoining
room quickly applied the special effects to the canvas with the slow chemical.
On reaching home the flower was found to have developed, but later the wife
of the sitter saw the name appear before her. Possibly it was visible as soon
as the flower was, but that she overlooked its location. Then when she did
discover it, the psychological effect was as though it had suddenly developed
before her eyes.
In the case of the lady, I think the conversation was so manipulated as
to cause her to express her desire, a short time before the chemicals had time
to develop. I am quite sure that two persons from the same town would not
each, independently, if uninfluenced by suggestion, have asked for special
after effects of such siiiiilarity to appear on the portraits. This feature is
evidently considered pretty "srong" by these mediums, and is "worked in"
very frequently.
It will be noticed that the gentleman selected a canvas and got his picture
very readily; but that when he requested his living son's portrait to be made
on the same canvas, this could not be done without a second sitting, and the
presence of the hoy or his photograph.
Next in regard to the means by which the mediums secured the secret in-
formation. When high grade mediums do a big business, it is very common
for them to employ a "traveling person" as I have stated elsewhere. Is it
not natural to suppose that these mediums do this, and that the medium B.,
who solicits (or has his spirit voices solicit) trade for them, receives part
of the proceeds? Would this not partly explain the high prices charged?
Honest spiritualists will tell most any one, that mediums as a class always
greatly depreciate the work of other mediums, and are continually crying
"fraud" against them. Many believers have expressed their regret to me of
this frailty in the character of this class of persons. It is very unusual for
a medium to advise a sitter to visit and spend money with another medium.
To me it is as plain as day. The medium B. had been in the home city of these
sitters many times. All believers, and those who were on the way to become
believers, evidently had sittings. One of this medium's voices advised this
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lady to get this portrait. This proves that the lady discussed the matter
either with this medium or his voices. Evidently, this lady in her conversa-
tion and questions' (written or otherwise), revealed to these spirit voices or
this medium, all of the secrets (including the manner in which her son had
lately worn his hair, etc.), which afterwards were used to such telling ad-
vantage. She has no doubt forgotten most of her conversations with this me-
dium, and could not relate one thing in ten that passed between them. But it
is a medium's business to write down and remember these things. It is also
a very prevalent custom for mediums to exchange information thus secured.
I feel sure that this medium secured the lady's son's photograph, either
with her consent for the purpose of "magnetizing it," or of getting en rapport
with her son ; or else that he secured it at some gallery secretly, and that he
copied it with a kodak. How frequently do subjects take some memento as
a lock of hair or a photograph of the dear one to a medium ! How easily can
a medium manage to have this done long before his voices ever advise a
spirit portrait
!
There can be no doubt that he furnished the lady mediums all of the vital
information, names, etc., which these mediums afterwards used to such telling
advantage. The reader need not doubt the fact that mediums obtain a com-
plete knowledge of the little secrets, connected with the dead of their sitters.
These things prey on the minds of those who are in grief, and are revealed
to mediums in one way or another in private sittings.
I wish my readers could see a collection of written and signed questions
which is in my possession. These were written by many persons who thought
that they saw them burned before their eyes. They reveal all of the inner-
most secrets of their writers. Each writer believed that the medium never
saw his writing, and in some instances report that he never touched the cards
on which it was. If another medium were to appear and reveal this same in-
formation to these persons, they would undoubtedly certify that no one at
all knew of these secrets. These were presented to me by a medium of my
acquaintance, who is quite friendly with me.
As to the sickness of the boy, (whose name was probably furnished by
B.), I should think this a mere prediction which would apply to any growing
child; that, had the boy not been sick on the father's arrival, like most chil-
dren he would at some later time have had an unimportant sickness ; and that
in such a case this prediction would have been applied by the gentleman to
the event. On arriving home the boy happened to be sick, which accidentally
made an immediate fulfilment of the prediction.
And now in regard to the slate test. I have elsewhere dealt very com-
pletely with these tests. I will not take up space here in doing so. In an
article of mine, appearing in the Journal of the Society for Psychical Research
I explain a test where, from some slates, possession is secretly obtained of
a sealed envelope. This could be opened with steam, and the writing done,
after which the envelope could be again sealed. In Suggestion, of September,
1901, there is an exposure of this same trick, or nearly the same trick, as that
which these mediums performed.
It is quite evident that these sitters received information or instructions
from some source in advance, which caused them to prepare the sealed en-
velopes. In the gentleinan's case he prepared his at the hotel. Now the lady
did not come with one prepared, so the mediums had her prepare a sealed
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envelope in exactly the same manner. What a strange coincidence ! This
shows that this is a stock trick of theirs and is performed for most subjects.
The mode of operation is exactly the same in each case. This fact alone shows
that it is a trick.
It will be noted that one letter was signed, "per E. D. G." The recipient
does not know any one whom these initials would indicate. Had the me-
diums' notes of information been more complete, or had they accidently hit
upon other initials, this might have been cited as a most convincing test.
I will not take up further space with my explanations ; but I simply assure
my readers that if any of them will take their own canvas with them, and
never let it out of their hands or sight, they will get no picture.
Omaha, Neb. David P. Abbott.
"A PUZZLING CASE."
To the Editor of The Open Court :
I am glad that your correspondent, R. W. M., was satisfied with Mr.
Abbott's reply to "A Puzzling Case." It was highly satisfactory to me also;
for like the man of good judgment and good sense that he is he declined
to give an opinion upon something which, personally, he knew nothing
about. Undoubtedly he believes that could he have witnessed the same per-
formance, he could have detected trickery in it. But if he could not it would
by no means follow that no trickery was practiced. True, I could detect
none, and I am far from being the novice in such investigations that R. W. M.
seems to suppose. My experience began, like his, in 1851-2, at a time when
Broadway, New York, was flooded with three-cornered signs, each bearing the
legend of "Spiritual Manifestations, Admission 25 cents." After two or three
visits I was able to rap the raps and tip the tables with the best of them
—
especially when the sitters' questions were put with the rising inflection until
the right one was indicated by a downward inflection of the voice. As thus
:
Was it one year? (no), three years? (no), four years! (yes). But when the
sitting was over I always claimed it to be a humbug and showed how it was
done. O. O. Burgess.
A SPIRITUALIST'S VIEW.
To the Editor of The Open Court:
I have been reading with interest in your magazine Mr. Abbott's "Half
Hours with Mediums." These papers are excellent and needed to put people
on their guard against imposture and will no doubt be welcomed by all true
spiritualists.
What Mr. Abbott has elsewhere said upon the subject of spiritualistic
phenomena I do not know. But in these articles he discusses the subject only
upon one plane, that of magic and jugglery. And to conclude from these ex-
positions that the sound of no footfall on the other side of the border has
ever reached us would be a great mistake.
The experiences that justify the paramount claim of spiritualism are
widespread and multiform. Spirit manifestation is not wholly foreign to the
Old Testament, and something very like it holds an important place in the
New. Many a family to-day has its border-land secret to reveal confiden-
tially. What my parishoners told me of these mysterious occurrences in
